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1.
The invention relates generally to washing and
screening apparatus and primarily seeks to pro

2
sides and effective to thoroughly screen the prod
lucts being treated, with a minimum possibility

and screening of cut corn preparatory to the
canning thereof but which may be employed as

a machine of the character stated in which the

of clogging.

vide an improved Washing and Screening machine
structure particularly intended for the Washing

Another object of the invention is to provide

eccentric vibrated screen units are supported on
SWingable arms which are in turn supported on
members which are rockable to vary the tilt of

well in the processing of various other productS,
of which mushrooms and gooseberries are ex
amples.
Many forms of Washing and screening na
chines are, of course, known, but presently known
machines have not been found entirely satis
factory for various reasons, such as lack of
adaptability to the treatment of a variety of
products, inefficiency of the washing and Screen
ing accomplished therein, high cost of manufac
ture because of the complicated nature of the
structure, and the difficulties experienced in at
tempting to maintain such machines in the sania

the screen units.

Another object of the invention is to provide

a machine of the character stated in which two

novel Spray Washing frames are disposed in gen

erally parallel relation to and above the screen

unitS, and novel means are provided for sup
porting Said frames in part on the machine fram
ing and in part on the rockable members so that
the relation of the spray frames and the screen
units will remain substantially the same regard
less of the degree of tilt of said screen means.
With the above and other objects in view that
Will hereinafter appear, the nature of the inven

tary, bacteria, free state which is so essential in

the processing of foods. Miuch of the bacteria.
built up in processed foodstuffs has been traced
to lack of cleanliness in units of the processing

tion will be more clearly understood by reference
to the following detailed description, the append
ed claims, and the several views illustrated in
equipment, including Washing and Screening
drawings.
units, and in the faulty construction of such 2 theInaccompanying
the drawings:
units which makes it practically impossible to
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a washing and
maintain Said units in a clean condition. It is

Screening machine embodying the invention, said
view looking downwardly at one front corner of
the machine.
Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure 1 looking

a purpose of the present invention to produce

an improved machine Structure of the character
Stated in Which all of the above mentioned objec
tionable features are avoided.

down Wardly at One rear corner of the machine.
Figure 3 is a vertical central longitudinal sec
tion taken through the machine.
provided Screen means disposed on an incline,
Figure 4 is a left side elevation of the machine.
spray washer means disposed over the screen 3.
Figure 5 is a vertical cross section taken on
means, means for Vibrating the screen means,
and means for varying the degree of inclination the line 5-5 on Figure 4.
Figure 6 is a horizontal section taken below
of the screen means while said screen means are
An object of the invention is to provide a ma

Chine of the character stated in which there are

the level of the screen units.
Figure 7 is a rear elevation.

being vibrated.

Another object of the invention is to provide
a machine of the character described in which
there are included means for varying the degree

Figure 8 is a fragmentary plan view illustrat
ing the two Spray Washing units and the mount

ings therefor.

of inclination of the Screen means, and means
for varying the Speed of vibration of said screen

Figure 9 is an enlarged fragmentary side ele

Vation illustrating one of the releasable mount
ings for the rear screen unit.

e3S.

Another object of the invention is to provide

Figure 10 is a vertical cross section illustrating

a machine of the character stated in which the

Screen means comprises two screen units disposed

the parts shown in Figure 9.

the Screen vibrating means comprises a rotary

view illustrating the cross sectional shape of

Figure 11 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional

So that one delivers onto the other, and in which

the Screen rods.

shaft having eccentrics mounted thereon and

Figure 12 is an enlarged detail sectional view
illustrating one of the spray nozzles.
Figure 13 is an enlarged detail horizontal sec

Spaced 180° apart and having strap and pitman

connection. With the screen units effective to re
Versely reciprocate them, that is, to cause one

Screen unit to move forwardly as the other is
moving back, and vice versa.

Another object of the invention is to provide
a novel Screen composed of longitudinally ex

tending, parallel spaced rods each having a con

5

tional view illustrating the screen tilt securing

Spring plunger equipment.
In the example of embodiment of the inven
tion herein disclosed, there is included a frame
structure comprising side members 5 of cast

vex top and downwardly and inwardly sloping 60 channel construction held in parallel, upright
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It will be observed by reference to Figures 1, 2,
3, 5 and 6 of the drawings that the frame side

5

members 5 are So formed and disposed as to

O

The other Screen generally designated 23 has
side members 40 which are upwardly and out
Wardly flared as at 4, and cross angles 42 ex
tend acroSS between Said side members. A short

20

bottom of which forms an extension from the

30

Of the pan 45 form an extension of the side of
the Screen unit 23.

A catch pan 47 extends forwardly and down
is Supported as at 48 on the machine framing.

Wardly beneath the rear half of the machine and

40

The pan 47 slopes centrally and downwardly
toward a drain 49. A catch pan 50 is supported
as at 5 on the rocker members 2 beneath the
front Screen unit 23, and said pan 50 slopes rear
Wardly and downwardly and extends over the
front end of the pan 47 as at 52 so as to deliver
into the pain 47 and the drain 49 thereof.
A rear closure wall 53 is secured to and ex
tends between the rear frame angles T and 9, and
another rear Wall 54 extends above the angle 9
to a point just below the rear screen pan exten
Sion 28. It Will thus be apparent that any wash
ing liquid and bits of products which pass be

tween the Screen rods 29 and 44 will be collected
in the pans 28, 47 and 50 and delivered to the

50

55

drain 49.

An electric motor 55 is mounted as at 56 on the
framing at the rear of the machine, and said
motor may be a variable speed motor con
trollable by a rheostat R for varying the speed

of Vibration of the Screen units through vibrat
ing devices Soon to be described. It is to be

understood, however, that the variable speed

ner clearly illustrated in Figures 5 and 11 of the
drawings. It will be apparent by reference to
Figure 11 that each rod includes an upper convex
60

ment of the Screen rods provides very efficient
Screening. It has been found that Screens con
85

each side with two brackets 32, said brackets
being Welded to the side members of the unit in

the manner illustrated in Figure 10. Each brack
et includes an inverted U-portion 33, and the
downwardly turned legs of each U are provided
With a downwardly opening notch 34 for strad

42 in the same manner as in the previously de

Scribed Screen unit 22 and the screen unit 23

delivery ends of the screen rods 44. The sides

24 at the rear end of the unit, and a drain pan 28

Figures 1, 4, 9 and 10 of the drawings, it will be
observed that the screen unit 22 is provided at

end of the Screen unit 22 extends over the rear
Wall 43 of the screen unit 23 So as to deliver

also includes a forward extension pan 45, the

real member 27 extends across the side members

Structed in this manner, provide quick clearance
and substantially no clogging. By reference to

rear Wall 43 also is provided, and it will be ap
parent by reference to Figure 3 that because
of the difference in the lengths of the hanger
arms 20, 2 and 8, 9, the forward or delivery
Onto the last mentioned screen unit. Screen
rods 44 are Supported on the transverse angles

manner clearly illustrated in Figures 3 and 5. A

surface 30 and downwardly and inwardly slop
ing sides 3. This particular shaping and place

bails 38 out of the receiving notches 39 so as to
clear the mounting pins 36, the screen unit 22
may be readily lifted away from the Supporting

arms 8 and 9.

angles 26 extend between said side members in the

is secured to said rear member and the rear
angle 26 in position for extending a short dis
tance forwardly and downwardly from the rear
end of the unit 22. The screen proper is composed
of rods 29 which are supported at their ends on
the transverse angles 26 and are arranged lon
gitudinally in parallel spaced relation in the man

in a notch 39 formed therein.

9 and 10 of the drawings that by snapping the

Two cross rods 6 traverse the rear half of the 25

rocker members 2, and two cross rods similarly
traverse the front half of said rocker members,
all of said rods 6 and 7 being disposed in parallel
relation. Two sets of long hanger arms 8, 8 and
9, 9 are uprightly disposed at the rear half of
the machine with their lower ends rockably sup
ported on the rods 6 in the manner clearly illus
trated in Figures 3 and 6 of the drawings. Two
sets of short hanger arms 20, 29 and 2 ?, 2 are
uprightly disposed at the front half of the ma
chine with their lower ends rockably mounted on
the rods . It will be apparent by reference to
Figures 1 and 3 of the drawings that the long
hanger arms 8, 9 serve to Support a Screen unit
generally designated 22 and the Short hanger
arms 20, 2 similarly serve to Support a screen
unit generally designated 23.
The Screen unit generally designated 23 in
cludes side members 24 which are upwardly and
OutWardly flared as at 25, and transverse cross

mounted resilient bail 38 which is engageable
under the adjacent end of the respective pin 36

It will be apparent by reference to Figures 1,

present smooth flat surfaces only toward the in
ner portions of the machine in which the prod
ucts are treated, thereby to present a minimum

of collection points in which foreign matter may
collect, and to facilitate to a maximum degree
ready cleansing of the frame structure.
The frame side members 5 are equipped with
laterally aligned rocker bearings O which Support
a cross shaft f. Adjacent each bearing to
and on said shaft a rocker member 2 is mounted,
said members being disposed in parallel relation
in the manner clearly illustrated in Figures ,
5 and 6 of the drawings. A cross rod 3 is secured
across the front ends of the rocker members 2,
and a similar croSS rod 4 is secured acroSS said
rocker member near the rear ends thereof. Spacer
sleeves 5 surround both of the rods 3 and 4.
See Figures 3 and 6.

4.

which is rockably mounted at 37 in the upper end
of the respective hanger member 8 or f3. The
Outer leg of each U is equipped with a swingably

laterally spaced relation by lower front and rear
cross angles 6 and 7 respectively, a top CrOSS
angle 8, and a rear intermediate cross angle 9.

70

motor drive is but an example of any suitable
form of variable Speed power applying source.
A guard plate 57 may be mounted over the
motor to protect the same from any washing
liquid or Solid objects which might fall thereon.
Through pulley and belt transmission connec
tions 58, the motor serves to drive a cross shaft
59 which is Supported in bearings 60 secured to
the rear upright portions of the frame side
members 5. Two sets of eccentrics are mounted

On the cross shaft 59 in the manner clearly illus
trated in Figures 3, 6 and 7 of the drawings. It
Will be apparent by reference to Figures 3 and
6 that the eccentrics of each set, or in other
Words the eccentrics disposed at each side of
the machine, are arranged 180° apart. One

dling and engaging in self-centering contact with eccentric of each set is connected by one strap
the sloping flattened sides 35 of a cross pin 36 75 and pitman connection with the long arm 8 at

5
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the respective side of the machine, and the

It will be apparent by reference to Figures

other eccentric of each set is connected by a
strap and pitman connection 63 with the respec
tive short arm 2. It Will be noted that the arms

1 and 4 of the drawings that the rear Spray unit
64 is provided with a Supply connection 9, and
the front Spray unit 65 With a Supply connec
tion 92. A common Washing liquid Supply 93 is
provided and Secured as at 94 upon one of the
frame Side members 5. The common Supply 93 is
connected by flexible duct 95 with the rear spray
unit through the connection 9, and through a
flexible duct 96 with the front Spray unit through

8 and 2 are the arms nearest the center of 5

the machine. By connecting the screen units
22 and 23 through the pitman 62 and 63 With
the shaft 59, said Screen units Will be vibrated,
or reciprocated backwardly and forwardly as the

shaft 59 is rotated, and because of the particu
lar positioning of the eccentrics 6, the screen
units will move reversely, that is, one will move

O

The means for rocking or tilting the rocker
members f2 for varying the inclination of the

in a direction opposite that in which the other

is moving. In this manner, vibration in the
machine such as would tend to damage parts and

the connection 92.

floor is avoided.

Screen units 22, and 23 is best illustrated in Fig
ures 1, 2, 4 and 6 of the drawings. A rock shaft
97 is rockably mounted in bearings 98 provided
On the frame side members 5, and it will be noted

and 65 are provided, the former being disposed

an arc Sector 99. A crank arm 0 is secured to

cause the machine to creep on the Supporting

15

Two Spraying units generally designated 64

in generally parallel relation above the real'
screen unit 22, and the latter being similarly dis
posed over the Screen unit 23. The Screen units
are best shown in Figures 1, 3, 4 and 8 of the
drawingS.
The rear spraying unit comprises a manifold
or side duct portion 66 and a plurality of cross
pipes 67 extends transversely of the machine
in longitudinally spaced parallel relation. The
free ends of the pipe G are closed as at 68
and are rigidly clamped between clamp bars 69.
The ends of the pipe 6 nearest the center of the
machine are extended at their ends as at 70,
and said ends are Supported in notches 7 which
Open upWardly in bracketS 2 Secured by Stud

that One Said frame member is equipped With

20

the rock shaft 97 in position for SWinging ad
jacent the frame Sector 99. Two cranks of are
fixed to the Shaft 97 beneath the rocker men

berS 2, and said cranks have their free ends
link connected as at 02 With Said rocker mem
25

bers. It Will thus be apparent that by Swinging

the arm do over the sector 99 rocking movement

can be imparted to the members 2. The crank

arm 00 is provided Spring pin equipment 03

30

Which is engageable in Selected apertures 04 in
the frame sector 99 for securing the rocker men
bers 2 in adjusted position.
The driver shaft 59 may be provided with a

hand wheel (5 so that the same may be turned
Over by hand When desired.
In the Operation of the invention, the motor

bolts 73 to the frame side members 5. The ends

Of the rearm.Ost pipe 6 are extended as at 74 and
rest in notches 5 provided in the upper ends of
Supporting arms 76 which are pivoted at their

55 is Set into operation to impart rotation to
the shaft 59, and the rotation of said shaft serves

lower ends on the rod
in the manner clearly
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 of the drawings.
Spray nozzles 77 depend in Spaced relation from

nanner previously described. It will be apparent
that the Spraying units 64 and 65 do not vibrate

to vibrate the screen units 22 and 23 in the
40

all of the pipes 67, and it will be apparent by
reference to Figure 12 of the drawings that each
nozzle includes a tubular body 78 which is
threaded into the Supporting pipe, and which is

provided with a V-notch in the rearwardly pre

5

With the screen units. The corn or other prod
lucts to be Washed and screened are dumped onto
the rear end of the screen unit 22 and said prod
uctS are gradually fed forwardly over the screen
rods 29 as a result of the vibration or reciproca
tion of Said Screen unit. As the products pass
under the Spray unit 64, Washing liquid is sprayed

Sented lower portion thereof, Said V-notch hav
ing its lower portion downwardly and rearward
thereonto from the nozzles 77 in a direction
ly inclined and its upper extension substantially
counter to the direction in which the products
perpendicular to the axis of the nozzle. Nozzles 50 are being fed. The Washing liquid and Small bits
of productS or debris pass downwardly between
Constructed and arranged in the manner stated
direct Sprays of Washing liquid inwardly and
the rods 29, leaving only clean, whole products
doWinWardly onto the Screen units in a direction
On the Screen unit. The products then pass from
the front end of the screen unit 22 onto the rear
Counter to the direction in which the products
are moved, by agitation of said screen units. The 55 end of the reversely vibrating Screen unit 23

Other or front frame unit 65 comprises a mani
fold Or side duct 80 and a plurality of pipes 8
extending transversely in parallel spaced rela
tion. The free ends of the pipes 8 are closed as
at 82 and are rigidly clamped between clamp
bars 83. The manifold 80 has a bracket secured

thereon near the center of the machine, and
the clamp bars 83 also serve to support a similar
bracket 85 at the opposite side of the unit. The
bracketS 84 and 85 are provided with downward
ly opening notches 86 for straddling and rest
ing upon the stud bolts 73. The foremost pipe

Whereon the Washing and Screening operation
is continued. The cleaned and Screened prod

uctS finally pass out of the machine over the de
livery pan 45.
60

the Screen rods, there is little or no danger of
85

lower ends on the previously mentioned rod

clogging of the Screens.

It has been found that in the Screening and
Washing of various products various inclinations
Of the Screening units and speeds of vibration

8 is extended at its ends as at 87 to rest in

notches 88 provided in the upper ends of the
Supporting arms 89 which are pivoted at their

It has been found that the Screens constructed

and arranged in the particular manner herein
described are very efficient in the screening of the
products, and because of the peculiar shaping of

of Said units are essential. By reason of the pro
means for variably tilting the screen units, it is
pOSSible to accurately adjust the machine so as
to cause the same to operate at maximum effi
ciency on the particular product being processed.

70 vision of the variable Speed motor and the

3. See Figures 3 and 4. Like the previously
described pipes 67, the pipes 80 are provided
with spray nozzles 90 which depend therefrom
75
in Spaced relation.

It will be apparent that the washing, spraying

2,588,088
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as to be movable with tine frame when the latter

7

units 64 and 65 may be bodily lifted from their
mountings, and the Screen units 22 and 23 may be

is moved to vary the lincination of the Screen

units therepy to retalin the relation of the Spray

similarly renoved from thell SupportS by Simply
swunging away the Securing bailis 38. By renov
ing the spraying units and the Screen units, all

IleanS and the SC'eel IIlltS.

4. In a lilac illne or the cnalracter described, a
uprignt Slae frame nempers, a pair of parallel

longltuulinal Irae Structure ln CillClling parallel

remaining parts of the machine are made readily
accesspie for thorough cleanSling, and it Will be

noted that the framing and Said parts are con

structed in a manner for greatly facilitating Said
cleansing.

While one form of the invention has been

0

shown for purposes of illustration, it is to be
clearly understood that various changes in the
details of construction and arrangement of parts
may be made without departing from the Spirit

at their lower ends in tranSVersely aligned pairS
end Wise of the rocking center of the rocker nem
bers at the other end thereof, two screen unitS
Supported in COOperative relation on an incline
With the delivery end of one overlapping the re
ceiving end. Of the other and One unit mounted On

and Scope of the invention as defined in the ap
pended claims.
I claim:

1. In a machine of tine character described, a
rocker frame rockable about a pivot disposed
approximately centrally of its ends, at least One
Screen unit reciprocably mounted on Said frame
in an inclined position endiwise of Said pivot in
each direction of the length of the frazie, ineans
for individuaily reciprocating Said Screen units,
means for rocking the frame to simultaneously
vary the inclination of all Said Screen units in like
amount, and washer Spray ineains extending in
parallel relation over each Said screen unit and
Supported on said frame So as to be ilovaisie With
the frame when the latter is moved to vary the
inclination of the screen units thereby to retain
the relation of the Spray means and the Screen

20

25

30

5. Machine Structure as defined in claim 4 in

4)

endiwise of the rocking center of the rocker men

Supported in cooperative relation on an incline
with the delivery end of one overlapping the re
ceiving end of the other and one unit mounted

On the first mentioned four arms and the other
unit on the other four arms, means for reciprocat
ing the Screen units, and means for tilting the
rocker members to vary the inclination of the
Screen unitS.

rocker member's rockably supported intermedi
ately of their ends on the frame innenbers, four
upright Support arms pivoted at their lower ends
in transversely aligned pairs endwise of the rock
ing center of the rocker neinbers at one end
thereof, and four upright Support airins pivoted
at their lower ends in transversely aligned pairs
endiWise of the rocking center of the rocker nem

units being Supported at their remote ends on said
SWingable uprights and at their near ends on

Which each Washer spray unit comprises a mani
fold, a multiple of pipes connected with and ex
tending at right angles from said manifold in
parallel Spaced relation, clamp bar means rigidly
clamping the free ends of the pipes together, and

bers at the other end thereof, two Screen units

3. In a machine of the character described, a
upright side frame members, a pair of parallel

On the other four arms, means for reciprocating
the Screen units, means for tilting the rocker
members to vary the inclination of the screen
units, fulcrum means Supported on the side frame
members above the rocking center of the rocker
membel'S, a washer Spray unit mounted over each
Said Screen unit, and SWingable uprights mounted

Said fulcrum means and being subject to being
bodily lifted off said uprights and fulcrum means.

2. In a machine of the character described, a
longitudinal frame structure including parallel

longitudinal franle Structure inciding parallel

the first mentioned four arms and the other unit

in transversely aligned pairs near the respective
ends of the rocker members, said washer spray

means at all times.

upright side frame naembers, a pair of parallel
rocker members rockably supported internedi
ately of their ends on the frame helinberS, four
upright support arms pivoted at their lower ends
in transversely aligned pairs endwise of the rock
ing center of the rocker members at one end
thereof, and four upright support arims pivoted
at their lower ends in transversely aligned pairs

rocker members rockably supported intermedi
ately of their ends on the Iraille members, four
upright support arms pivoted at their lower ends
in transversely aligned pairs endwise of the rock
ing center of the rocker members at One end
thereof, and four upright Support arms pivoted

55

(t)

Spray noZZies depending in spaced relation from
the pipes.

6. In a machine of the character described, a
longitudinal frame structure including parallel
upright Side frame members, a pair of parallel
rocker members rockably supported intermediate
ly of their ends on the frame members, four up
right Support arms pivoted at their lower ends in
transversely aligned pairs endwise of the rocking
center of the rocker members at one end thereof,
and four upright Support arms pivoted at their
lower ends in transversely aligned pairs endwise
of the rocking center of the rocker members at
the other end thereof, two screen units supported
in cooperative relation on an incline with the de
livery end of one overlapping the receiving end
of the other and one unit mounted on the first

mentioned four arms and the other unit on the
other four arms, means for reciprocating the
Screen units, a rock shaft extending transversely
With respect to the rocker members, cranks on
Said rock shaft, links connecting the free ends of
the cranks with the rocker members, and means
for rocking said shaft for tilting the rocker mem
bers and varying the inclination of the screen
units.

7. In a machine of the character described, a
longitudinal frame structure including parallel
upright Side frame members, a pair of parallel
rocker members rockably Supported intermediate
On the first mentioned four arms and the other 70 ly of their ends on the frame members, four up
right Support arms pivoted at their lower ends
unit on the other four arms, means for reciprocat
in transversely aligned pairs endwise of the rock
ing the screen units, means for tilting the rocker
bers at the other end thereof, two screen units

Supported in cooperative relation on an incline
With the delivery end of one overlapping the re
ceiving end of the other and one unit mounted

members to vary the inclination of the screen
units, and Washer Spray means extending . Over

ing center of the rocker members at one end

thereof, and four upright Support arms pivoted

Said Screen unit and supported on said frame so 5 at their lower ends in transversely aligned pairs

2,588,088
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endwise of the rocking center of the rocker mem
bers at the other end thereof, two screen units

plurality of rods arranged in parallel spaced re

with the delivery end of one overlapping the re

ing downwardly and inwardly sloping substan
tially flat side portions, said convex top portion
at any given Section perpendicularly across a rod

lation, each rod having a cross section trans
versely convex acroSS its top portion and includ

supported in cooperative relation on an incline
ceiving end of the other and one unit mounted on
the first mentioned four arms and the other unit

On the other four arms, means for reciprocating
the Screen units, a rock shaft extending trans
Versely With respect to the rocker members,
cranks on said rock shaft, links connecting the
free ends of the cranks with the rocker members,
a Sector On the frame structure approximating
concentric relation to the rock shaft and having

Constituting an arc defining the maximum width
10

of the rod and struck from a center lying in a
plane passing vertically through the Center of the
rod, and Said arc width being Substantially less
than the diameter of an imaginary circle of which
Said arc is a part, each said flat side portion bear

ing obtuse angular relation to a tangent struck
from the arc where it is about to merge into the
secured to the rock shaft in position for swinging 15 respective flat Side portion in defining Said max
Over Said Sector for rocking the shaft and tilting
imun rod width, means for supporting the Screen
With the rods thereof inclined in the direction of
the rocker members to vary the inclination of

a plurality of Selective apertures therein, an arm

the screen units, and a spring pressed plunger
carried by the arm and engageable in the aper

their length, means for reciprocating the screen
in the direction of the length of said rods, means
tures for secure selective adjustments of the 20 for varying the inclination of the Screen, and
rocker members.
means for varying the Speed of vibration of the
SCee.
8. In apparatus of the character described, a
screen having a screening surface composed of a
RAILPH COWER.
plurality of rods arranged in parallel spaced re
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